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The Schaffhausen Rowing Club is one of the oldest rowing clubs in Switzerland. Based at our own 

property in Langwiesen, our 250 members row on the arguably most beautiful section of the Rhine. Due 

to a further development of performance rowing, we are looking for a personality from inside the rowing 

world as 

 

Head Coach, 30% 
 

Tasks 

We are looking to further improve the healthy development of competitive rowing in our club. Young 

people should be motivated to celebrate successes at national and international regattas, taking into 

account their abilities. Your tasks are as follows: 

 

- Main responsibility for training and participation at regattas including transport and accommodation 

- Management of the coaching team 

- Cooperation with other clubs and the Swiss Rowing Association 

- Direct coaching of individual teams 

- Organization of participation at long-distance tests and training camps 

- Create and implement training plans based on the swiss rowing manual for top-class sport 

- Regular involvement and orientation of the parents of athletes 

- Recruitment of novice teenagers for the regatta team 

- Support for our recreational rowers 

 

Requirements 

We are looking for a rower with training as a coach for competitive sports with a federal certificate, coach 

for elite sports with a federal diploma or equivalent training. You are methodologically competent in 

dealing with young people, their parents and club officials. You are fluent in spoken and written German 

and/or English. You have a driving license B and preferably BE (with trailer). 

 

We offer 

You can expect a well-rehearsed volunteer team of coaches, consisting of seven committed colleagues, 

a top infrastructure with a total of 50 boats and a new, spacious fitness room. The club board is 

innovative and modern. We support your further personal training. Your employment conditions are 

based on the recommendations by the Professional Association of Coaches for Performance and Elite 

Sports Switzerland. Among other things, this means 5 weeks vacation and 13 monthly wages. 

 

Contact 

Have we piqued your interest? We look forward to your complete application documents in PDF format to 

the Schaffhausen Rowing Club, Peter Koch, President, peterpit.koch@gmail.com  +41 79 244 84 75.  

He is also available for questions. 

http://www.ruderclub-schaffhausen.ch/

